
INTELLIGENT BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURES

In today’s world, the places we work are undergoing 

exciting and drastic changes. We are connecting 

with and relying upon a vast number of devices 

and applications all working together. Technology is 

now working for us in ways that we never imagined 

were possible. In short, the future is now. Business 

leaders are reshaping the modern building using 

intelligent building infrastructure solutions from 

Parallel Technologies. 

Let us help you transform your infrastructure  

into a streamlined network that promotes greater  

efficiencies and smarter energy savings. If your  

work place isn’t set up to harness the power and 

efficiency of the future of business we’ll help you  

develop your building’s infrastructure into a  

connected network that encourages enhanced  

efficiency and energy savings. From wireless  

networks, low voltage structured cabling,  

distributed antenna systems, intelligent  

lighting, paging and white noise, Parallel  

Technologies is your single-source provider of  

building infrastructure solutions.

The Future Is Now

BUILDING AUTOMATION

ASSESSMENTS

BUILDING SECURITY

COLOCATION MIGRATIONS

DESIGN/BUILD
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BUILDING AUTOMATION

Parallel Technologies is committed to being a  

top tier provider of Building Automation Solutions. 

With the explosion of growth the Internet of Things, 

most building components are becoming network 

connected making; flexibility, visualization of  

building operations and adjustments possible  

from virtually anywhere. 

Our Building Automation solutions provide our  

clients with a clear view into the performance of  

its buildings. This reduces risk, energy, and costs 

while improving communication and reliability.  

Parallel Technologies will introduce you to, and  

educate you on advanced technologies that do just 

that, and better yet, we’ll give you an “easy button” 

for implementing those solutions. 

Parallel Technologies will help you meet and exceed 

your ultimate goals and objectives. Through the auto-

mated control of your HVAC units, video surveillance, 

door access, wireless capabilities, digital signage, 

telephony, paging and audio and visual systems.

Make The Internet of Things Work For You
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BUILDING SECURITY

When a security event occurs, it’s about making the 

right decisions and following the right policies and 

procedures to diffuse the event. Discovering physical 

security events is one thing; taking quick and 

appropriate action is another. When your surveillance 

system is on the network, the possibilities of  

stopping, catching, and accurately documenting  

the incident are almost guaranteed. 

Using IP enabled solutions allows you to use the  

efficiency of the network to get vital security  

notifications, search through past incidents  

and communicate all vital information quickly  

and accurately. 

With the increase in data theft and crime rates 

around the world, security and surveillance have 

become an even more vital part of an organizations 

infrastructure. This allows justification for superior 

technology solutions that reduce costs in the long 

run. Our strategy and systems use enhanced data 

analytics to support and promote well informed, 

real-time decision making. At Parallel Technologies, 

we provide a thorough integration of all your  

security systems.

Physical Security Is More Than Cameras And Locks

Our Building Security  
Services Include:

 • IP Video Surveillance

 • Physical Access Control

 • Interoperability & Integration

 • Emergency Notification Systems

 • HR Application Integration
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ASSESSMENTS

Customers ask, “Should we continue with or expand 

our current data center, should we move to a 

colocation facility or move to the cloud?” Our answer 

is...Yes. We recommend slowing down to speed  

up.  Start with a Data Center Assessment to provide 

you with a roadmap to meet your business needs. 

A Data Center Assessment from Parallel Technologies 

offers a detailed review of your existing data center 

infrastructure in relation to your business requirements. 

We also take a look at all alternatives and determine 

the best data center option for your company. 

Parallel Technologies Data Center Assessment starts 

with a comprehensive review of your IT infrastructure. 

After understanding the IT infrastructure requirements, 

we assess each of the critical infrastructure areas 

to produce a comprehensive roadmap to meet your 

objectives. This assessment provides a benchmark  

of requirements to compare against your current 

performance demands, as well as providing a 

roadmap for the future. Many organizations have 

an understanding of their existing system, but 

lack a thorough understanding of the emerging 

best practices that could bring their data center 

to the next level. Our grasp of successful industry 

trends combined with our unmatched experience 

and knowledge ensures no critical component of 

your infrastructure will be overlooked. With Parallel 

Technologies you will never be led down a path of 

costly or unnecessary infrastructure purchases.

A Roadmap To Help You Get Where You Need To Be

Our Data Center Assessment 
Services Include:

 • IT Infrastructure Review

 • Space Plan Concept

 • Mechanical Systems Review

 • Electrical Systems Review

 • Fire Protection Review

 • Connectivity & Structured Cabling Analysis

 • Physical Security Audit

 • Environmental Monitoring Assessment
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COLOCATION MIGRATIONS

An increasing number of organizations are 

migrating their data to colocation facilities due to 

the space, power and cooling limitations of their 

current facilities. It’s easy to become overwhelmed 

by the complexity and detail required for colocation 

migration. Why face this critical task alone? Parallel 

Technologies’ colocation migration experts will 

handle every facet of your move. We take complete 

ownership of the migration and have the in-house 

experts to follow it through.

To make sure we’re fully prepared for your colocation 

migration, we start the process with a detailed 

data center assessment, both of your current IT 

infrastructure in your current data center and model 

the colocation center your infrastructure will be 

transitioning to. We determine the risk involved and 

analyze the full scope of the workload. This thorough 

colocation migration plan and analysis will leave 

no stone unturned, significantly decreasing risk, 

promoting positive business outcomes to ensure  

a successful migration.  

You can take comfort knowing that our data center 

relocation services team has relocated thousands  

of data center assets in this past year alone. We 

leave nothing to chance and understand the need 

for in-depth planning and flawless execution.

Our vendor agnostic approach will ensure your 

migration project is as cost-effective as possible, 

enhancing your bottom line for years to come.

We’ll Handle Every Facet of Your Migration
Your Migration Partner From 
Start To Finish

“ At Parallel Technologies we

 have the experience, the  

processes and the people  

to handle your colocation  

migration from start to finish, 

ensuring a secure and  

seamless transition with  

minimal disruption to your  

data or network.” 
Dale Klein  
President & CEO
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The Parallel Promise™

To improve communication and reliability, while 

reducing risk, energy and costs.

For more information: Call 800.899.1652  
or visit www.ptnet.com
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We’re Your Single Source from Design Through Construction

The cost of building your own data center  

substantially decreases with Parallel Technologies’ 

integrated Design/Build Method. All of our data 

centers are custom designed and built to fit your 

company’s specific needs so you don’t have to 

spend a penny more than you have to. Our very 

unique Design/Build process is inherently more cost 

effective since all resources are in-house. We bring 

the following team of facility and IT infrastructure 

engineers to assure the right people are at the table  

to build a reliable data center on time and on budget.

DESIGN/BUILD

This removes unnecessary overhead costs and the 

need to search and pay numerous contractors and 

creates fewer meetings for the client to attend and 

less vendors to interact with. 

Parallel Technologies proprietary Design/Build 

Method has also been proven to reduce completion 

time. A data center build can represent a huge drag 

on business productivity by forcing your organization 

to draw focus away from its usual procedures. With 

our Design/Build Method, the project development 

cycle is drastically shortened, helping your company 

decrease time to market. Being the single source of 

the project and the only organization involved from 

inception to completion, we retain total accountability 

for the program’s success.  

  • Mechanical Engineers

  • Electrical Engineers

  • Network Engineers

  • Cabling Design Engineers

  • Security Engineers

“With Parallel Technologies,  

 the service is going to be there,   

 the follow up is going to be  

 there and if there is any trouble   

 in the future, it’s going to be  

 taken care of.”
  Jay Kim 

Le Sueur, Inc.
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